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Intro
 As you know we are quite puzzled 

 On the one hand we know there is new physics (NP)                                             

on the other hand the safest bets that we had (LHC, WIMP,…), came empty 

 This motivates us to look for new paradigms and/or new search strategies 

 If you are a tabletopper, you can change exp’ every other year  

 In accelerators, need to work with what you have, or be lucky as we are now
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ATLAS and CMS have a comprehensive program of 
searches for new physics decaying to 3rd gen. particles 
Results are starting to become available with the full 
Run 2 dataset

Summary and Outlook
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No significant 
excess has been 

observed yet.

New Physics?

New paradigms, log crisis/opportunity  
For > 40 yrs Higgs served us as anchor to determine the new phys. (NP) scale.

Sym’ based solution to Naturalness <=> TeV NP
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NP searches according to leading paradigm, driven by E-frontier

LHCP19: Suarez on behalf of the ATLAS & CMS 
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No significant deviation from the standard model 
is observed with early Run 2 data 

Both inclusive and dedicated searches sensitive 
to 3rd generation squark production

Run 2 Stop Searches
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on linear scale:



Higgs @ 21st century => crisis & opportunity
 New ideas & null LHC results cast tiny doubt on this paradigm. 

eg: “Cosmic attractors”, “dynamical relaxation”, “N-naturalness”, “relating the weak-scale to the CC” & “inflating the Weak scale”. 
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 Are they all anthropic solution for the weak scale ? Is it satisfying for the 

weak scale? Giudice, Kehagias & Riotto; Kaloper & Westphal; Dvali (19); 
Agrawal, Barr, Donoghue & Seckel (98) Harnik, Kribs & GP (06);
Gedalia, Jenkins & GP (11)



Higgs @ 21st century => crisis & opportunity
 New ideas & null LHC results cast tiny doubt on this paradigm. 

eg: “Cosmic attractors”, “dynamical relaxation”, “N-naturalness”, “relating the weak-scale to the CC” & “inflating the Weak scale”. 

Bottomline here: relaxion is ALP-DM that (due to CP violation) can be described as 

scalar mixes \w the Higgs. Flacke, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Gupta & GP; Choi & Im (16)
Banerjee, Kim & GP (18)
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Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)

 New scalar common to several of above: concretely let us consider the relaxion:                 

under some assumption allows for a concrete QFT realisation.

However, searching the relaxion => log crisis as follows:



The relaxion (Higgs portal) parameter space & the log crisis
Overview plot: the relaxion 30-decade-open parameter space
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Figure 7. Updated parameter space for relaxion. The region between two solid green lines denotes
the parameter space for relaxion when it stops at the first minimum. The region between the black
solid lines represents the parameter space for relaxion when it stops at a generic minima (see the
discussion in Sec. 5.3). The region above the dashed green line represents super-Planckian decay
constant. The brown triangular region represents relaxion DM parameter space as discussed in [8].
The blue, light yellow, light brown, and the light black shaded regions on the top right corner
describe excluded parameter space from various collider collider experiments and astrophysical
considerations. These are discussed in more detail in Section 5.5 and in Fig. 4. The turquoise, light
orange, magenta, pink, and grey dashed shaded region represents constraints on sub- eV relaxion
scenario from various fifth force and clock-comparison experiments which has been discussed in
Section 5.6 and in Fig. 5. The purple shaded region is excluded by recent clock caparison test with
dynamic decoupling [10], while the darker yellow shaded region is excluded by Cesium clock-cavity
comparison test [74].
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The era of Kaon factories

10

CERN                                                     J-PARC

The Kaon factories: 
 # of Kaon of O(1013) & aiming for BR of O(10-11) in a few years !



Brief look: NA62 & KOTO
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NA62 KOTO

POT 1019  (400 GeV) 1019-20  (30 GeV)

# Kaons 1013 1013

K-Energy 40 GeV 1.5 GeV

Length 300 m 30 m

Decay region 150 m 3-4 m

that is responsible to the decay of ‰ into two photons. Up to small symmetry breaking
e�ects, to be discussed below in Sec. 6, ‡ would be stable and hence the final state of the
KL æ ‡‰(““) is similar to the KL æ fi

0
‹‹̄, which KOTO is searching for.

3 The KOTO experiment

3.1 Overview

KOTO is an experiment searching for the rare neutral Kaon decay, KL æ fi
0
‹‹̄, whose

branching ratio is expected to be (3.0±0.3)◊10≠11 [3, 4]. In the past, the E391a experiment,
at KEK, set the most stringent limit on the branching ratio at 2.6 ◊ 10≠8 [60]. The first
KOTO analysis based on data collected in 2015 was able to set a bound at BR(KL æ

fi
0
‹‹̄)KOTO < 3 ◊ 10≠9 [61]. This is relatively close to the bound obtained from the charged

decay, K
+

æ fi
+

‹‹̄, using the Grossman-Nir bound: BR(KL æ fi
0
‹‹̄)GN < 1.46 ◊ 10≠9.

KOTO is a fixed target experiment that utilizes a 30 GeV proton high intensity beam
extracted from the J-PARC main ring accelerator. The produced Kaons are purified by a
20m-long beam line and enter in the detector of Fig. 1, as indicated by the arrow, where the
beam axis is denoted as the Z direction. The flux of Kaons was measured by an engineering
run in 2015 at Z ≥ ≠1.5m [62]. The actual detector consists of a CsI calorimeter (Ecal) at
the front target and various veto detectors for charged particles and photons.

Figure 1. Layout of the KOTO detector, taken from [63]. The Kaon beam enters from the left,
as indicated by the arrow. Schematic drawing of the detector. The components of the detector
include collar counters (CCxx), Neutron Collar Counter (NCC), Front Barrel (FB), Main Barrel
(MB), charged-particle vetos (BCV and CV), CsI crystals (CSI), Beam Halo Charged Veto (BHCV)
and Photon Veto (BHPV). For more information see [62].

The measured momentum distribution of the incoming KL flux is shown in black in Fig. 2
and it peaks at around 1.5 GeV. Then the Kaons decay in the decay volume at 2 m < Z <

6.148 m to produce pions or neutrinos, and the momentum distribution of the decayed KL

is shifted towards lower values as shown by the orange histogram in Fig. 2. The neutral

– 6 –

20 m

NA62 KOTO

(Charm~ 1018)

K+ KL
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NA62 : K+ → π+νν̄ KOTO : KL → π0νν̄

Both are searching to super-rare events: 

SM : BR (K+ → π+νν̄) = (8.4 ± 1.0) × 10−11 , BR (KL → π0νν̄) = (3.4 ± 0.6) × 10−11

Suppression result of Loop (+GIM) +  CKM: 

Teppei Kitahara: Technion/Nagoya University, 2nd Workshop on HC2NP, September 27, 2019, Tenerife, Spain

Hunt for new physics in kaon decays
/ 25�18

�  and �KL → π0νν̄ K+ → π+νν̄
Both channels are theoretical clean and significantly sensitive to short-distance                                

contributions, especially �  is purely CPV decay 

SM predictions:

KL → π0νν̄

CKM from tree CKM from loop

[Buras, Buttazzo,Girrbach-Noe, Knegjens ’15]

�s → dνν̄

Charm contribution ～50%
Charm contribution ～ 0%

Grossman-Nir bound for general NP models (including �  ) 

On-going experiments:

νiν̄j [Grossman, Nir ’97]

B
�
KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫

�
=

⇣ ⌧L
⌧+

+�IB,EM

⌘
sin2 ✓B

�
K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫

�
 4.32B

�
K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫

�
<latexit sha1_base64="xgbMAxhk7DkKgtpviRL9QZC9x3E=">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</latexit>

@CERN @J-PARC
20 SM events are 
expected in 2016-18 runs

K+ KL SM event is expected 
in ~2024

Before data: NA62 & KOTO, the SM story
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The Grossman-Nir (GN) bound (97):

K+ → π+νν̄ vs . KL → π0νν̄ SM & Beyond

In the SM, KL → π0νν and K+ → π+νν decays go through the same operator, (s → dνν).  

The KL → π0νν and K+ → π+νν matrix elements related through isospin -

BR (KL → π0νν̄) ≤ 4.3 BR (K+ → π+νν̄) .

The relation may hold in cases NP, say in 2 body, or heavy particles:

Leutwyler and M. A. Shifman (90)

Γ (KL → π0a) ≤ Γ (KS → π0a) . [a = axion like particle (ALP)]



NA62 & KOTO, data
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2

expectations. On the other hand, for the upper bound
on the K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay rate, the E949 experiment ob-
tained B(K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) < 3.35⇥ 10�10 at 90% CL [8, 9],
while the recent preliminary update [7] by the NA62 ex-
periment is

B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)NA62 = 0.47+0.72

�0.47(< 2.44)⇥ 10�10 , (2)

at the 68 (95)% CL for two-sided (one-sided) limit, con-
sistent the SM prediction of B(K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (8.4 ±

1.0) ⇥ 10�11 [3–5]. In Fig. 1, we summarize the KOTO
events and NA62 result (green and blue bands, respec-
tively) and the SM prediction (green dot), and also show
our fit to these (red ellipses), where in the plot the sys-
tematic uncertainties in the backgrounds and the SM the-
oretical predictions are neglected as the statistical ones
dominate.

We will examine three possibilities to explain the ob-
served events. First, we enhance the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ rate by
heavy NP. Such heavy NP can be captured by e↵ective
operators, which we will examine in Sec. II. Second, we
interpret the “⌫⌫̄” in Eq. (1) as a new light invisible par-
ticle X. We will analyze this scenario in Sec. III. Inter-
estingly, we will find that the compatibility of the KOTO
events and NA62 result require that the X should be a
long-lived unstable particle, preferably a scalar, decaying
to, e.g., two photons. This may be related to possible
solutions to deep problems of the SM, such as the strong
CP problem [10–13] or hierarchy problem [14–16]. The
last scenario is that the signals actually have nothing to
do with neither ⇡0 or ⌫⌫̄ or not even KL but are sim-
ply due to the production of a new light particle at the
fixed target. The new particle subsequently decays to
two photons after a long flight, where the flight path
would generically be o↵ axis and hence appear as “⌫⌫̄.”
While an accurate study of this scenario is challenging as
it requires detailed account of the experimental setups,
we will perform some rough estimates in Sec. IV to show
that it is plausible.

Although the required NP enhancement of the KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄ rate is substantial to account for the central value
of Eq. (1), most of other measurements do not have the
required sensitivity to directly probe such enhancement.
However, under fairly general assumptions, the KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄ rate can be strongly constrained by theK+ ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄
rate via the Grossman-Nir (GN) bound [17]:

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)  4.3B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) . (3)

The numerical factor comes from the di↵erence in the
total decay widths of KL and K+, isospin breaking ef-
fects, and QED radiative corrections [5, 18]. In Fig. 1,
the GN bound is shown as the solid (dashed) blue line
for NP contributions which interfere (does not interfere)
with the SM.

Assuming that the interfering NP+SM saturates the
GN bound and moving along the solid blue line, we find
that the KOTO and NA62 average deviates at 2.1� at
the red dot on the solid blue line in Fig. 1. If, instead,

we consider the non-interfering case, we have

B(KL ! ⇡0 inv.) = B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)SM

+ 4.3
⇥
B(K+

! ⇡+ inv.)� B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)SM

⇤
, (4)

where inv. = ⌫⌫̄ (SM) + invisible final states (NP). In
this case, we obtain 2.6� tension at the red dot on the
dashed blue line in Fig. 1. A violation of the GN bound
by NP contributions is quite di�cult (see Sec. V for more
detail). In the following, we will not consider the viola-
tion of the GN bound.
We shall now discuss in detail the NP scenarios we

alluded to above.

II. HEAVY NEW PHYSICS

First, let us consider heavy NP which contributes to
s ! d⌫⌫̄ processes. Matching the fields involved in
the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ decay to a gauge invariant dimension-
six operator, the e↵ective Lagrangian, with operators
that can interfere with the SM contributions, only con-
sists of three operators, Le↵ =

P
i=S,A,D C⌫⌫

i O
⌫⌫
i +

h.c. with O
⌫⌫
S,A =

⇥
Q̄2

�
12,�i

�
Q1

⇤
V�A

⇥
L̄
�
12,�i

�
L
⇤
V�A

and O
⌫⌫
D =

�
d̄2d1

�
V+A

�
L̄L

�
V�A

where Q (L) is a

quark (lepton) doublet, d is the down-type quark singlet,
12 and �i are in SU(2)L weak space, the superscripts 1
and 2 correspond to quark-generation index in the down
mass basis and lepton flavor indices are suppressed for
here. For example, these operators can be a low energy
description of a flavorful Z 0 model.
By considering the single complex Wilson coe�cient

C⌫⌫
S,A,D (defined at the mZ scale), and fitting it to sep-

arately the KOTO events and then both to KOTO and
NA62 to minimize the tension between the experiments
we find,

C⌫⌫
S,D � C⌫⌫

A ⇡

⇢
i/(110TeV)2, KOTO
e�i

3
4⇡/(150TeV)2, KOTO&NA62

, (5)

where the value on the first line of the above equation
corresponds to fitting for the central value of KOTO only,
and on the second line we fit both to the KOTO events
and NA62 result, which corresponds to the red solid dot
in Fig. 1.
Assuming lepton flavor universality, the above oper-

ators can be sensitive to CP-violating flavor changing
neutral current such as KL ! ⇡0`+`� (` = e, µ) and
KS ! µ+µ�, whose branching ratios are experimentally
bounded as

⇠
< (a few) ⇥ 10�10 [21–23]. In light of the

fact that KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search is the neutrino flavor blind,
these upper bounds would be the same order as the pre-
dictions of Eq. (5). If the NP couples only to one neu-
trino flavor, the scale of Eq. (5) will barely change. In
particular, it would be interesting to consider a correla-
tion with the direct CPV in K0

! µ+µ� [24, 25] which
would be probed by the LHCb experiment. However,
these bounds can be avoided if one is switching on the

NA62 (2019) prelim’ result is consistent \w expectation: 

{SM : BR (K+ → π+νν̄) = (8.4 ± 1.0) × 10−11 , BR (KL → π0νν̄) = (3.4 ± 0.6) × 10−11}

KEK–TH–2157, CERN-TH-2019-151

New physics implications of recent search for KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ at KOTO

Teppei Kitahara,1, 2 Takemichi Okui,3, 4 Gilad Perez,5 Yotam Soreq,1, 6 and Kohsaku Tobioka3, 4

1Physics Department, Technion—Israel Institute of Technology, Haifa 3200003, Israel
2Institute for Advanced Research & Kobayashi-Maskawa Institute for the Origin
of Particles and the Universe, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464–8602, Japan
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The KOTO experiment recently reported four candidate events in the signal region of KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄
search, where the standard model only expects 0.10±0.02 events. If confirmed, this requires physics
beyond the standard model to enhance the signal. We examine various new physics interpretations
of the result including these: (1) heavy new physics boosting the standard model signal, (2) reinter-
pretation of “⌫⌫̄” as a new light long-lived particle, or (3) reinterpretation of the whole signal as the
production of a new light long-lived particle at the fixed target. We study the above explanations in
the context of a generalized new physics Grossman-Nir bound coming from the K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay,
bounded by data from the E949 and the NA62 experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Despite being one of the greatest successes of theoret-
ical physics, it is clear that the standard model (SM) of
particle physics is not a complete description of nature
as evidenced by, for example, its lack of a dark mat-
ter candidate and a mechanism to produce more matter
than antimatter as observed in the universe. Theoreti-
cally, the SM su↵ers from extremely small, unexplained
numbers such as the smallness of the electroweak scale
compared to the Planck scale (⇠ 10�32) and the CP-
violating vacuum angle associated with the strong nu-
clear forces (

⇠
< 10�10). One of the best ways to search

for new physics (NP) beyond the SM is to look for events
that are predicted to be extremely rare in the SM by a
theoretically clean calculation. An observation of just a
few such events could then constitute a robust evidence
of NP. A good analogy is the discovery of the positron
by Anderson in 1932, for which one event was enough
as the expectation from the then “standard model” was
zero. From this perspective, rare decays of K mesons
via a flavor changing neutral current and/or a CP viola-
tion (CPV) provide ideal probes of NP as they are highly
suppressed in the SM and are theoretically clean [1].

Two golden channels are the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ and K+
!

⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay processes. Within the SM, these are sup-
pressed by a loop factor, the GIM mechanism [2], and the
CKM elements, and predicted to have branching ratios
smaller than 10�10 [3–5]. These processes are being cur-
rently probed by the KOTO experiment at J-PARC and
the NA62 experiment at CERN, both aim to reach the
corresponding SM sensitivity. Recently, the KOTO ex-
periment gave a status report for KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search [6],
and the NA62 experiment announced new preliminary
result for K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ search [7].
Strikingly, the KOTO experiment presented data on

four candidate events in the signal region of the KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄ search, where the SM expectation is a mere 0.10±

FIG. 1. The recent result of KOTO events [6] (NA62 re-
sult [7]), Eq. (1) [Eq. (2)], is represented by the green (blue)
band. The red ellipses show our simultaneous fits to both.
The GN bound with (without) interference with the SM is
shown by the solid (dashed) blue line. The red dots are the
best fit points on those lines. Only statistical uncertainties
are taken into account.

0.02 events [6] (0.05 ± 0.01 signal and 0.05 ± 0.02 back-
ground). While one of the events is suspected as a back-
ground from an upstream activity, the remaining three
events are quite distinct from presently known back-
grounds. In this Letter, we assume that these three
events are signals and explore implications, although tak-
ing four events as signal would not essentially a↵ect our
NP interpretations.
If the photons and missing energy in the signals are

interpreted as ⇡0⌫⌫̄, the KOTO single event sensitivity,
6.9⇥ 10�10 [6], implies (for two-sided limits)

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)KOTO = 2.1+2.0 (+4.1)
�1.1 (�1.7) ⇥ 10�9 , (1)

at the 68 (95)% confidence level (CL), statistical uncer-
tainties included. The central value is about two orders
of magnitude larger than the SM prediction, B(KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄)SM = (3.4 ± 0.6) ⇥ 10�11 [3–5], which corresponds
to p value at the 10�4 level for the SM and background
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The KOTO experiment recently reported four candidate events in the signal region of KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄
search, where the standard model only expects 0.10±0.02 events. If confirmed, this requires physics
beyond the standard model to enhance the signal. We examine various new physics interpretations
of the result including these: (1) heavy new physics boosting the standard model signal, (2) reinter-
pretation of “⌫⌫̄” as a new light long-lived particle, or (3) reinterpretation of the whole signal as the
production of a new light long-lived particle at the fixed target. We study the above explanations in
the context of a generalized new physics Grossman-Nir bound coming from the K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay,
bounded by data from the E949 and the NA62 experiments.
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particle physics is not a complete description of nature
as evidenced by, for example, its lack of a dark mat-
ter candidate and a mechanism to produce more matter
than antimatter as observed in the universe. Theoreti-
cally, the SM su↵ers from extremely small, unexplained
numbers such as the smallness of the electroweak scale
compared to the Planck scale (⇠ 10�32) and the CP-
violating vacuum angle associated with the strong nu-
clear forces (

⇠
< 10�10). One of the best ways to search

for new physics (NP) beyond the SM is to look for events
that are predicted to be extremely rare in the SM by a
theoretically clean calculation. An observation of just a
few such events could then constitute a robust evidence
of NP. A good analogy is the discovery of the positron
by Anderson in 1932, for which one event was enough
as the expectation from the then “standard model” was
zero. From this perspective, rare decays of K mesons
via a flavor changing neutral current and/or a CP viola-
tion (CPV) provide ideal probes of NP as they are highly
suppressed in the SM and are theoretically clean [1].

Two golden channels are the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ and K+
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⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay processes. Within the SM, these are sup-
pressed by a loop factor, the GIM mechanism [2], and the
CKM elements, and predicted to have branching ratios
smaller than 10�10 [3–5]. These processes are being cur-
rently probed by the KOTO experiment at J-PARC and
the NA62 experiment at CERN, both aim to reach the
corresponding SM sensitivity. Recently, the KOTO ex-
periment gave a status report for KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search [6],
and the NA62 experiment announced new preliminary
result for K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ search [7].
Strikingly, the KOTO experiment presented data on

four candidate events in the signal region of the KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄ search, where the SM expectation is a mere 0.10±
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FIG. 1. The recent result of KOTO events [6] (NA62 re-
sult [7]), Eq. (1) [Eq. (2)], is represented by the green (blue)
band. The red ellipses show our simultaneous fits to both.
The GN bound with (without) interference with the SM is
shown by the solid (dashed) blue line. The red dots are the
best fit points on those lines. Only statistical uncertainties
are taken into account.

0.02 events [6] (0.05 ± 0.01 signal and 0.05 ± 0.02 back-
ground). While one of the events is suspected as a back-
ground from an upstream activity, the remaining three
events are quite distinct from presently known back-
grounds. In this Letter, we assume that these three
events are signals and explore implications, although tak-
ing four events as signal would not essentially a↵ect our
NP interpretations.
If the photons and missing energy in the signals are

interpreted as ⇡0⌫⌫̄, the KOTO single event sensitivity,
6.9⇥ 10�10 [6], implies (for two-sided limits)

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)KOTO = 2.1+2.0 (+4.1)
�1.1 (�1.7) ⇥ 10�9 , (1)

at the 68 (95)% confidence level (CL), statistical uncer-
tainties included. The central value is about two orders
of magnitude larger than the SM prediction, B(KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄)SM = (3.4 ± 0.6) ⇥ 10�11 [3–5], which corresponds
to p value at the 10�4 level for the SM and background
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expectations. On the other hand, for the upper bound
on the K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄ decay rate, the E949 experiment ob-
tained B(K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) < 3.35⇥ 10�10 at 90% CL [8, 9],
while the recent preliminary update [7] by the NA62 ex-
periment is

B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)NA62 = 0.47+0.72

�0.47(< 2.44)⇥ 10�10 , (2)

at the 68 (95)% CL for two-sided (one-sided) limit, con-
sistent the SM prediction of B(K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) = (8.4 ±

1.0) ⇥ 10�11 [3–5]. In Fig. 1, we summarize the KOTO
events and NA62 result (green and blue bands, respec-
tively) and the SM prediction (green dot), and also show
our fit to these (red ellipses), where in the plot the sys-
tematic uncertainties in the backgrounds and the SM the-
oretical predictions are neglected as the statistical ones
dominate.

We will examine three possibilities to explain the ob-
served events. First, we enhance the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ rate by
heavy NP. Such heavy NP can be captured by e↵ective
operators, which we will examine in Sec. II. Second, we
interpret the “⌫⌫̄” in Eq. (1) as a new light invisible par-
ticle X. We will analyze this scenario in Sec. III. Inter-
estingly, we will find that the compatibility of the KOTO
events and NA62 result require that the X should be a
long-lived unstable particle, preferably a scalar, decaying
to, e.g., two photons. This may be related to possible
solutions to deep problems of the SM, such as the strong
CP problem [10–13] or hierarchy problem [14–16]. The
last scenario is that the signals actually have nothing to
do with neither ⇡0 or ⌫⌫̄ or not even KL but are sim-
ply due to the production of a new light particle at the
fixed target. The new particle subsequently decays to
two photons after a long flight, where the flight path
would generically be o↵ axis and hence appear as “⌫⌫̄.”
While an accurate study of this scenario is challenging as
it requires detailed account of the experimental setups,
we will perform some rough estimates in Sec. IV to show
that it is plausible.

Although the required NP enhancement of the KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄ rate is substantial to account for the central value
of Eq. (1), most of other measurements do not have the
required sensitivity to directly probe such enhancement.
However, under fairly general assumptions, the KL !

⇡0⌫⌫̄ rate can be strongly constrained by theK+ ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄
rate via the Grossman-Nir (GN) bound [17]:

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)  4.3B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) . (3)

The numerical factor comes from the di↵erence in the
total decay widths of KL and K+, isospin breaking ef-
fects, and QED radiative corrections [5, 18]. In Fig. 1,
the GN bound is shown as the solid (dashed) blue line
for NP contributions which interfere (does not interfere)
with the SM.

Assuming that the interfering NP+SM saturates the
GN bound and moving along the solid blue line, we find
that the KOTO and NA62 average deviates at 2.1� at
the red dot on the solid blue line in Fig. 1. If, instead,

we consider the non-interfering case, we have

B(KL ! ⇡0 inv.) = B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)SM

+ 4.3
⇥
B(K+

! ⇡+ inv.)� B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)SM

⇤
, (4)

where inv. = ⌫⌫̄ (SM) + invisible final states (NP). In
this case, we obtain 2.6� tension at the red dot on the
dashed blue line in Fig. 1. A violation of the GN bound
by NP contributions is quite di�cult (see Sec. V for more
detail). In the following, we will not consider the viola-
tion of the GN bound.
We shall now discuss in detail the NP scenarios we

alluded to above.

II. HEAVY NEW PHYSICS

First, let us consider heavy NP which contributes to
s ! d⌫⌫̄ processes. Matching the fields involved in
the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ decay to a gauge invariant dimension-
six operator, the e↵ective Lagrangian, with operators
that can interfere with the SM contributions, only con-
sists of three operators, Le↵ =

P
i=S,A,D C⌫⌫

i O
⌫⌫
i +

h.c. with O
⌫⌫
S,A =

⇥
Q̄2

�
12,�i

�
Q1

⇤
V�A

⇥
L̄
�
12,�i

�
L
⇤
V�A

and O
⌫⌫
D =

�
d̄2d1

�
V+A

�
L̄L

�
V�A

where Q (L) is a

quark (lepton) doublet, d is the down-type quark singlet,
12 and �i are in SU(2)L weak space, the superscripts 1
and 2 correspond to quark-generation index in the down
mass basis and lepton flavor indices are suppressed for
here. For example, these operators can be a low energy
description of a flavorful Z 0 model.
By considering the single complex Wilson coe�cient

C⌫⌫
S,A,D (defined at the mZ scale), and fitting it to sep-

arately the KOTO events and then both to KOTO and
NA62 to minimize the tension between the experiments
we find,

C⌫⌫
S,D � C⌫⌫

A ⇡

⇢
i/(110TeV)2, KOTO
e�i

3
4⇡/(150TeV)2, KOTO&NA62

, (5)

where the value on the first line of the above equation
corresponds to fitting for the central value of KOTO only,
and on the second line we fit both to the KOTO events
and NA62 result, which corresponds to the red solid dot
in Fig. 1.
Assuming lepton flavor universality, the above oper-

ators can be sensitive to CP-violating flavor changing
neutral current such as KL ! ⇡0`+`� (` = e, µ) and
KS ! µ+µ�, whose branching ratios are experimentally
bounded as

⇠
< (a few) ⇥ 10�10 [21–23]. In light of the

fact that KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search is the neutrino flavor blind,
these upper bounds would be the same order as the pre-
dictions of Eq. (5). If the NP couples only to one neu-
trino flavor, the scale of Eq. (5) will barely change. In
particular, it would be interesting to consider a correla-
tion with the direct CPV in K0

! µ+µ� [24, 25] which
would be probed by the LHCb experiment. However,
these bounds can be avoided if one is switching on the

where Q/L is a quark/lepton doublet, d is the down-type quark singlet. 
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Assuming that the interfering NP+SM saturates the
GN bound and moving along the solid blue line, we find
that the KOTO and NA62 average deviates at 2.1� at
the red dot on the solid blue line in Fig. 1. If, instead,

we consider the non-interfering case, we have

B(KL ! ⇡0 inv.) = B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)SM

+ 4.3
⇥
B(K+

! ⇡+ inv.)� B(K+
! ⇡+⌫⌫̄)SM

⇤
, (4)

where inv. = ⌫⌫̄ (SM) + invisible final states (NP). In
this case, we obtain 2.6� tension at the red dot on the
dashed blue line in Fig. 1. A violation of the GN bound
by NP contributions is quite di�cult (see Sec. V for more
detail). In the following, we will not consider the viola-
tion of the GN bound.
We shall now discuss in detail the NP scenarios we

alluded to above.

II. HEAVY NEW PHYSICS

First, let us consider heavy NP which contributes to
s ! d⌫⌫̄ processes. Matching the fields involved in
the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ decay to a gauge invariant dimension-
six operator, the e↵ective Lagrangian, with operators
that can interfere with the SM contributions, only con-
sists of three operators, Le↵ =

P
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where Q (L) is a

quark (lepton) doublet, d is the down-type quark singlet,
12 and �i are in SU(2)L weak space, the superscripts 1
and 2 correspond to quark-generation index in the down
mass basis and lepton flavor indices are suppressed for
here. For example, these operators can be a low energy
description of a flavorful Z 0 model.
By considering the single complex Wilson coe�cient

C⌫⌫
S,A,D (defined at the mZ scale), and fitting it to sep-

arately the KOTO events and then both to KOTO and
NA62 to minimize the tension between the experiments
we find,

C⌫⌫
S,D � C⌫⌫

A ⇡

⇢
i/(110TeV)2, KOTO
e�i

3
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where the value on the first line of the above equation
corresponds to fitting for the central value of KOTO only,
and on the second line we fit both to the KOTO events
and NA62 result, which corresponds to the red solid dot
in Fig. 1.
Assuming lepton flavor universality, the above oper-

ators can be sensitive to CP-violating flavor changing
neutral current such as KL ! ⇡0`+`� (` = e, µ) and
KS ! µ+µ�, whose branching ratios are experimentally
bounded as

⇠
< (a few) ⇥ 10�10 [21–23]. In light of the

fact that KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search is the neutrino flavor blind,
these upper bounds would be the same order as the pre-
dictions of Eq. (5). If the NP couples only to one neu-
trino flavor, the scale of Eq. (5) will barely change. In
particular, it would be interesting to consider a correla-
tion with the direct CPV in K0

! µ+µ� [24, 25] which
would be probed by the LHCb experiment. However,
these bounds can be avoided if one is switching on the

2
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total decay widths of KL and K+, isospin breaking ef-
fects, and QED radiative corrections [5, 18]. In Fig. 1,
the GN bound is shown as the solid (dashed) blue line
for NP contributions which interfere (does not interfere)
with the SM.

Assuming that the interfering NP+SM saturates the
GN bound and moving along the solid blue line, we find
that the KOTO and NA62 average deviates at 2.1� at
the red dot on the solid blue line in Fig. 1. If, instead,
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where inv. = ⌫⌫̄ (SM) + invisible final states (NP). In
this case, we obtain 2.6� tension at the red dot on the
dashed blue line in Fig. 1. A violation of the GN bound
by NP contributions is quite di�cult (see Sec. V for more
detail). In the following, we will not consider the viola-
tion of the GN bound.
We shall now discuss in detail the NP scenarios we

alluded to above.

II. HEAVY NEW PHYSICS

First, let us consider heavy NP which contributes to
s ! d⌫⌫̄ processes. Matching the fields involved in
the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ decay to a gauge invariant dimension-
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that can interfere with the SM contributions, only con-
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quark (lepton) doublet, d is the down-type quark singlet,
12 and �i are in SU(2)L weak space, the superscripts 1
and 2 correspond to quark-generation index in the down
mass basis and lepton flavor indices are suppressed for
here. For example, these operators can be a low energy
description of a flavorful Z 0 model.
By considering the single complex Wilson coe�cient

C⌫⌫
S,A,D (defined at the mZ scale), and fitting it to sep-

arately the KOTO events and then both to KOTO and
NA62 to minimize the tension between the experiments
we find,
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3
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where the value on the first line of the above equation
corresponds to fitting for the central value of KOTO only,
and on the second line we fit both to the KOTO events
and NA62 result, which corresponds to the red solid dot
in Fig. 1.
Assuming lepton flavor universality, the above oper-

ators can be sensitive to CP-violating flavor changing
neutral current such as KL ! ⇡0`+`� (` = e, µ) and
KS ! µ+µ�, whose branching ratios are experimentally
bounded as

⇠
< (a few) ⇥ 10�10 [21–23]. In light of the

fact that KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search is the neutrino flavor blind,
these upper bounds would be the same order as the pre-
dictions of Eq. (5). If the NP couples only to one neu-
trino flavor, the scale of Eq. (5) will barely change. In
particular, it would be interesting to consider a correla-
tion with the direct CPV in K0

! µ+µ� [24, 25] which
would be probed by the LHCb experiment. However,
these bounds can be avoided if one is switching on the
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Koto & NA62: different parameters & structure => account for significant differences: 

(i) consider 2 body decay , \w X stable => can’t accommodate results:K → πX

With mX < mπ0, KL →π0X & KL →π0νν have same KOTO acceptance => BR∼ 10−9  explain the data.

However this is in conflict with the generalised GN bound: 

4

Similarly to the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ case, the rare decay of
K+ search will constrain this scenario. This is because,
even in this case, a generalized version of the GN bound
still holds [31],

B(KL ! ⇡0X) . 4.3B(K+
! ⇡+X) . (7)

The upper bound on two body decay B(K+
! ⇡+X)

is O(10�10–10�11) [9], which is generally stronger than
that on B(K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) except for near the neutral pion
mass |mX � m⇡0 | . 25MeV and above two pion mass
threshold mX & 2m⇡0 , because the search is su↵ered
from K+

! ⇡+⇡0(�), ⇡+ + 2⇡ backgrounds [7, 9, 32,
33]. For example, for mX = (0) 100MeV, the expected
number of events in KOTO is bound to be smaller than
0.7 (0.3) at 90% CL.

This situation is changed when the invisible particle X
is unstable and can decay into the visible particles such
as photons. Once X decays, say, to photons, the events
are vetoed or go to di↵erent search categories where the
bound on branching ratio is significantly weaker due to
large SM contributions of KL(K+) ! ⇡0(⇡+) + ⇡0 or
⇡0(⇡+) + �� with Refs. [20, 34, 35].

The dependence of the e�ciency on X lifetime of
KL ! ⇡0X is di↵erent than that of K+

! ⇡+X be-
cause the boost factors, p/mX and the e↵ective detector
size, L of NA62 or E949, which are di↵erent than those
of KOTO. E↵ective branching ratios are

B(K!⇡X; detector) = B(K ! ⇡X)e�
L
p

mX
c⌧X , (8)

which are measured by experiments. Through the GN
bound, Eq. (7), the bound on the lifetime is obtained by
taking a ratio,

B(K+
! ⇡+X)95%CL

NA62

B(KL ! ⇡0X)KOTO

>
B(K+

! ⇡+X; NA62)

B(KL ! ⇡0X; KOTO)

�
1

4.3
exp


�
mX

c⌧X

✓
LNA62

pNA62

�
LKOTO

pKOTO

◆�
, (9)

where we use the central value of Eq. (6) and the bound
B(K+

! ⇡+X)95%CL

NA62
= 1.6⇥ 10�10 which is the NA62

bound [Eq. (2)] subtracting non-interfering SM contri-
bution. The exponential factor is calculated by sim-
ulation for KOTO using the selected event samples in
the signal region. To a good approximation, one can
use L ' 3m and EX ' 1.5GeV and for NA62, we
take EX = 37GeV and L = 150m. Because e↵ective
detector size of KOTO is smaller than that of NA62,
LNA62/pNA62 > LKOTO/pKOTO, the bound of NA62 can
be evaded for some shorter lifetime. If the lifetime is
too short, roughly less than 0.01 ns, the branching ra-
tion of KL ! ⇡0X has to exceed 1%, which is con-
strained by sum of the other decay channels of KL. For
E949, we can write the analogous formula, and there the
K+s are at rest, thus pX is calculated and L = 1.5m.
Because the pX is much smaller, the e↵ective detector
size LE949/pE949 is much larger than that of KOTO and

NA62 especially for higher mass, making NA62 more sen-
sitive to this scenario. The experimental bound of E949
uses Fig. 18 of Ref. [9]. The results are shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2.
Assuming the GN bound is saturated B(KL ! ⇡0X) =

4.3B(K+
! ⇡+X), we found that parameter space of the

lifetime O(0.1-0.01) ns is compatible with both KOTO
and NA62 (E949). Using visible decay channels such as
B(KL ! ⇡0X,X ! 2�) [36], if one will find the fa-
vored lifetime is inside the parameter space excluded
by K+

! ⇡+X, it indicates the violation of the GN
bound. For a constraint from the visible channel, KTEV
KL ! ⇡0�� will exclude B(KL ! ⇡0X) & 10�6 if X
decays dominantly to two photons [20].
Let us comment on possible underlying models of X.

Arguably the simplest possibility is a Higgs portal which
induces KL ! ⇡0X decay, but the dominant decay of
X is into e+e� which is tightly constrained by KTEV
search, B(KL ! ⇡0e+e�) < 2.8⇥ 10�10 at 90%CL [21].
One can avoid this bound easily if the X is some kind
of leptophobic and/or photophilic scalar. For example,
if there are two (or more) Higgs doublets, one Higgs is
responsible to the masses of third generation and quarks,
another one is responsible to the masses of light leptons,
and X mixes with just the former Higgs.

IV. NEW PARTICLE PRODUCTION AT FIXED
TARGET

An alternative scenario that could accommodate the
KOTO events is that the events are not due to an en-
hanced KL ! ⇡0 + (inv.) rate but just a disguise of a
new light particle, �, produced at the fixed target and
decaying inside the vacuum chamber to a photon pair.
At KOTO, the initial 30GeV proton beam hits the fixed
gold (Au) target at an angle of 16� with respect to the
beam line connecting the target and the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL). Unlike the KL, which would travel
straight along the beam line toward the vacuum chamber,
the new particle will not fly parallel to the beam line so
it will enter the chamber away from the axis with an an-
gle. We further assume that the � lifetime is such that it
typically decays inside the vacuum chamber to two pho-
tons. Moreover, in the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search, KOTO does
not reconstruct the ⇡0 mass but instead assumes that
the photon pair detected on the ECAL has an invariant
mass of ⇡0 and that the pair comes from a vertex on the
beam line, for these two assumptions would completely
determine the location of a KL decay to ⇡0⌫⌫̄.

Therefore, we see that the �’s in-flight decay to 2� will
indeed disguise as an ⇡0+(invisible) event. The kinemat-
ics is similar to CV-⌘ background, a decay of ⌘ ! 2� in
the o↵-axis region can have a reconstructed vertex inside
the signal region. On the other hand, at NA62, which
triggers events by charged particles and is designed to
veto huge ⇡0 background, such � decays are simply re-
jected. As a concrete example, we consider that � = a is

Leutwyler and M. A. Shifman (90)

As seen above, in 3 sigma tension & BTW prefers that X would be a scalar.
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Koto & NA62: different parameters & structure => account for significant differences: 

(i) consider 2 body decay , \w X stable => can’t accommodate results.K → πX

(ii) If , \w X being long lived (~ 1-10% ns) => accommodate results, why?K → πX(γγ)

The dependence of  X-lifetime of KL → π0X  differs from K+ → π+X due to boost and size: 

4

Similarly to the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ case, the rare decay of
K+ search will constrain this scenario. This is because,
even in this case, a generalized version of the GN bound
still holds [31],

B(KL ! ⇡0X) . 4.3B(K+
! ⇡+X) . (7)

The upper bound on two body decay B(K+
! ⇡+X)

is O(10�10–10�11) [9], which is generally stronger than
that on B(K+

! ⇡+⌫⌫̄) except for near the neutral pion
mass |mX � m⇡0 | . 25MeV and above two pion mass
threshold mX & 2m⇡0 , because the search is su↵ered
from K+

! ⇡+⇡0(�), ⇡+ + 2⇡ backgrounds [7, 9, 32,
33]. For example, for mX = (0) 100MeV, the expected
number of events in KOTO is bound to be smaller than
0.7 (0.3) at 90% CL.

This situation is changed when the invisible particle X
is unstable and can decay into the visible particles such
as photons. Once X decays, say, to photons, the events
are vetoed or go to di↵erent search categories where the
bound on branching ratio is significantly weaker due to
large SM contributions of KL(K+) ! ⇡0(⇡+) + ⇡0 or
⇡0(⇡+) + �� with Refs. [20, 34, 35].

The dependence of the e�ciency on X lifetime of
KL ! ⇡0X is di↵erent than that of K+

! ⇡+X be-
cause the boost factors, p/mX and the e↵ective detector
size, L of NA62 or E949, which are di↵erent than those
of KOTO. E↵ective branching ratios are

B(K!⇡X; detector) = B(K ! ⇡X)e�
L
p

mX
c⌧X , (8)

which are measured by experiments. Through the GN
bound, Eq. (7), the bound on the lifetime is obtained by
taking a ratio,
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where we use the central value of Eq. (6) and the bound
B(K+

! ⇡+X)95%CL
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= 1.6⇥ 10�10 which is the NA62

bound [Eq. (2)] subtracting non-interfering SM contri-
bution. The exponential factor is calculated by sim-
ulation for KOTO using the selected event samples in
the signal region. To a good approximation, one can
use L ' 3m and EX ' 1.5GeV and for NA62, we
take EX = 37GeV and L = 150m. Because e↵ective
detector size of KOTO is smaller than that of NA62,
LNA62/pNA62 > LKOTO/pKOTO, the bound of NA62 can
be evaded for some shorter lifetime. If the lifetime is
too short, roughly less than 0.01 ns, the branching ra-
tion of KL ! ⇡0X has to exceed 1%, which is con-
strained by sum of the other decay channels of KL. For
E949, we can write the analogous formula, and there the
K+s are at rest, thus pX is calculated and L = 1.5m.
Because the pX is much smaller, the e↵ective detector
size LE949/pE949 is much larger than that of KOTO and

NA62 especially for higher mass, making NA62 more sen-
sitive to this scenario. The experimental bound of E949
uses Fig. 18 of Ref. [9]. The results are shown in the right
panel of Fig. 2.
Assuming the GN bound is saturated B(KL ! ⇡0X) =

4.3B(K+
! ⇡+X), we found that parameter space of the

lifetime O(0.1-0.01) ns is compatible with both KOTO
and NA62 (E949). Using visible decay channels such as
B(KL ! ⇡0X,X ! 2�) [36], if one will find the fa-
vored lifetime is inside the parameter space excluded
by K+

! ⇡+X, it indicates the violation of the GN
bound. For a constraint from the visible channel, KTEV
KL ! ⇡0�� will exclude B(KL ! ⇡0X) & 10�6 if X
decays dominantly to two photons [20].
Let us comment on possible underlying models of X.

Arguably the simplest possibility is a Higgs portal which
induces KL ! ⇡0X decay, but the dominant decay of
X is into e+e� which is tightly constrained by KTEV
search, B(KL ! ⇡0e+e�) < 2.8⇥ 10�10 at 90%CL [21].
One can avoid this bound easily if the X is some kind
of leptophobic and/or photophilic scalar. For example,
if there are two (or more) Higgs doublets, one Higgs is
responsible to the masses of third generation and quarks,
another one is responsible to the masses of light leptons,
and X mixes with just the former Higgs.

IV. NEW PARTICLE PRODUCTION AT FIXED
TARGET

An alternative scenario that could accommodate the
KOTO events is that the events are not due to an en-
hanced KL ! ⇡0 + (inv.) rate but just a disguise of a
new light particle, �, produced at the fixed target and
decaying inside the vacuum chamber to a photon pair.
At KOTO, the initial 30GeV proton beam hits the fixed
gold (Au) target at an angle of 16� with respect to the
beam line connecting the target and the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL). Unlike the KL, which would travel
straight along the beam line toward the vacuum chamber,
the new particle will not fly parallel to the beam line so
it will enter the chamber away from the axis with an an-
gle. We further assume that the � lifetime is such that it
typically decays inside the vacuum chamber to two pho-
tons. Moreover, in the KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ search, KOTO does
not reconstruct the ⇡0 mass but instead assumes that
the photon pair detected on the ECAL has an invariant
mass of ⇡0 and that the pair comes from a vertex on the
beam line, for these two assumptions would completely
determine the location of a KL decay to ⇡0⌫⌫̄.

Therefore, we see that the �’s in-flight decay to 2� will
indeed disguise as an ⇡0+(invisible) event. The kinemat-
ics is similar to CV-⌘ background, a decay of ⌘ ! 2� in
the o↵-axis region can have a reconstructed vertex inside
the signal region. On the other hand, at NA62, which
triggers events by charged particles and is designed to
veto huge ⇡0 background, such � decays are simply re-
jected. As a concrete example, we consider that � = a is

with ( L
E )

KOTO
∼ 2 < ( L

E )
NA62

∼ 4 & 2-photon searches @ NA62 suffer from BGs… 
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FIG. 2. Left: branching ratio of KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ or ⇡0X that can accommodate the KOTO events, see Eqs. (1) and (6). The
dotted blue (solid gray) line correspond to the central value of KL ! ⇡0X (⇡0⌫⌫̄) interpretation, with blue shaded band (dashed
horizontal lines) for two-sided 68% confidence interval. An uncertainty of Monte Carlo statistics is less than 10% thus omitted
here. The dashed (dotted) vertical line corresponds to mX = 180 (280)MeV, and its left-hand side is compatible with the
observed events (the signal region). Right: the new particle has finite lifetime considering the GN bound and K+ ! ⇡+⌫⌫̄
search, and the allowed parameter space for two body decay KL ! ⇡0X in mass and lifetime of X is shown. See Eq. (9).
The K+ ! ⇡+X bound is translated to KL bound assuming a saturation of the GN bound. The purple (blue) shaded region
is constrained by NA62 [7] at 95% CL (E949 [9] at 90% CL). Too short lifetime leads to B(KL ! ⇡0X) > 1%, which is
inconsistent with untagged KL branching ratio [19]. The B(KL ! ⇡0X) = 10�4, 10�6 and 10�8 are indicated on the plot. The
green shaded region is constrained from KTEV search for KL ! ⇡0�� assuming B(X ! ��) = 1 [20].

coupling to third generation leptons only in the defini-
tion of O⌫⌫

S,A,D . Additional option to avoid these could
be found by making the coe�cient of O⌫⌫

S and O
⌫⌫
A to

obtain “custodial symmetry” so that the coupling to the
charge lepton bilinear is switched o↵ [26]. In this case,
a potentially interesting e↵ect would appear via charged
current in the decay of ⌧ ! K(⇡)⌫, where there is a 2.8�
tension in the CP asymmetry of ⌧ ! KS⇡�⌫⌧ [27, 28].
However, since flavor changing charged current occurs at
tree level in the SM, such O(100)TeV scale sensitivity
as in Eq. (5) is unlikely. From the same reason corre-
lated transition involves charm decay are also expected
to lead to subdominant e↵ects that are hard to observe
(see however [29]). Furthermore, one can obviously as-
sume non-universal lepton interactions and switch o↵ the
couplings to the tau or to other charge leptons.

Finally we comment that one can also account for the
above decay by adding operators with right-handed neu-
trino field N of the form Q̄2d1L̄N , Q̄2�µ⌫d1L̄�µ⌫N (plus
Q̄2d1 $ Q̄1d2) and

�
Q̄2Q1

�
V�A

�
N̄N

�
V+A

, where the
correlation with charged lepton signal becomes weaker
or can be avoided altogether. As these operators do not
interference with the SM, they would result in a stronger
tension with the data. In this case, the best fit point
corresponds to the empty red point of Fig. 1.

III. LIGHT NEW PHYSICS

The observed KOTO events could be explained by a
two body decay associated with a new invisible particle,

X; KL ! ⇡0X. Below we show that the new particle
cannot be completely invisible but must decay with a fi-
nite lifetime of O(0.1–0.01) ns, except for mX ⇡ m⇡0 .
For mX < m⇡0 , KL ! ⇡0X and KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄ have

similar kinematic features in the KOTO signal region,
thus, the required branching ratio to explain the KOTO
events is ⇠ 10�9, similar to Eq. (1). For mX > m⇡0 , the
signal e�ciency will be reduced, thus, more events are
required. The reconstructed pion transverse momentum
in the signal region must be in the range 130 MeV <
p⇡

0

T < 250 MeV, while the transverse momentum from
the KL ! ⇡0X decay is limited by the phase space as

p⇡
0

T,max
=

q
�(m2

X ,m2

KL
,m2

⇡0)/2mKL with �(a, b, c) =

a2 + b2 + c2 � 2(ab+ bc+ ca). Ignoring detector e↵ects,
the signal of the two-body decay with mX > 280 MeV
(p⇡

0

T,max
< 130 MeV) does not overlap with the KOTO

signal region. It is notable that all of the three KOTO
events in question have p⇡

0

T & 190MeV, which may indi-
cate that mX . 180 MeV is favored.
To take into account the e�ciency di↵erence from

⇡0⌫⌫̄, we correct Eq. (1) by the ratio of e�ciencies es-
timated by our simulation as

B(KL ! ⇡0X)KOTO

B(KL ! ⇡0⌫⌫̄)KOTO

=
✏⇡0⌫⌫̄

✏⇡0X(mX)
, (6)

where ✏ is the e�ciency of kinematic cuts of an ear-
lier KOTO analysis [30] and new signal region of recon-
structed momentum and decay vertex [6]. The result is
shown in the left panel of Fig. 2. The simulation setup
and validation are presented in Appendix A.

Left, BR to accommodate KOTO: dotted blue (solid gray) line correspond to the central value of KL → π0X (π0νν ̄) interpretation, with blue shaded band (dashed horizontal lines) for two-
sided 68% confidence interval. An uncertainty of Monte Carlo statistics is less than 10% thus omitted here. The dashed (dotted) vertical line corresponds to mX = 180(280)MeV, and its left-
hand side is compatible with the observed events (the signal region). Right: the new particle has finite lifetime considering the GN bound and K+ → π+νν ̄ search, and the allowed parameter 
space for two body decay KL → π0X in mass and lifetime of X is shown. The K+ → π+X bound is translated to KL bound assuming a saturation of the GN bound. The purple(blue) shaded 
region is constrained by NA62 at 95% CL(E949 at 90% CL). Too short lifetime leads to B(KL → π0X) > 1%, which is inconsistent with untagged KL branching ratio. The B(KL → π0X) = 10−4, 
10−6 and 10−8 are indicated on the plot. The green shaded region is constrained from KTEV search for KL → π0γγ assuming B(X → γγ) = 1.

Kitahara, Okui, GP, Soreq & Tobioka (19)
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Koto & NA62 differ by isospin, KOTO’s initial state is neutral: 

Suppose  2-body neutral final state  is allowed by a model; 

it would then dominates the charged 3-body final state  decay mode. 

KL → σχ, [χ = Im(ϕ), σ = Re(ϕ)]

K+ → π+ϕ2

Gori, GP & Tobioka (20); inspired by a talk of Pospelov.

R. Ziegler, J. Zupan, and R. Zwicky; Y. Liao, H.-L. Wang, C.-Y. Yao, and J. Zhang, M. Hostert, K. Kaneta, M Pospelov (20)

A working model based on approx’ strange flavor sym.: 

Add a light scalar, φ, it carries a half strange (or 2nd gen. doublet) flavor charge (in mass basis): 

2.2 The generalized GN bound and how to avoid it

Under fairly general assumptions, the KL æ fi
0
‹‹̄ rate can be strongly constrained by the

K
+

æ fi
0
‹‹̄ rate via the Grossman-Nir (GN) bound [5]:

BR(KL æ fi
0
‹‹̄) Æ 4.3 BR(K+

æ fi
+

‹‹̄) . (2.9)

The numerical factor comes from the di�erence in the total decay widths of KL and K
+,

isospin breaking e�ects, and QED radiative corrections [4, 58]. The GN bound only relies on
the following assumptions [5]: First, the isospin symmetry, which relates the decay amplitudes
of K

± to the ones of K
0 and K̄

0. Second, the ratio of the K and K̄
0 decay amplitudes to the

corresponding sum of final states is close to unity, where if the final state is CP eigenstate
it means no CPV in the decay. For the fi‹‹̄ final state, within the SM, it is expected to be
an excellent approximation. The above assumptions are not easy to be violated even when
going beyond the SM.

Inspired by [59], we shall construct a model based on an approximate global flavor symme-
try, that avoids the GN bound via exploiting strong isospin breaking (see [12–16] for relevant
discussions). To realize the idea, we add a light complex scalar, „, which carries a half strange
(or second generation doublet) flavor charge. This implies that we expect the following op-
erator to be allowed by the symmetry and present in the e�ective theory, in the down quark
mass basis,

y1HQ̄1s„
2
/�2 and/or y2HQ̄2d„

2
/�2 + h.c. , (2.10)

where the first (second) operator corresponds to „
2 carries a unit s̄ (Q2) flavor charge, and

we assume È„Í = 0. In the broken electroweak phase, this e�ective Lagrangian leads to an
e�ective operator y1,2s̄d„

2 + h.c. that induces the KL æ ‡‰ decay, with ‡ = Re(„)/
Ô

2
and ‰ = Im(„)/

Ô
2 (here, for simplicity, we assume an approximate CP conservation in the

decay). Using NDA, from Eq. (2.10) we expect

�(KL æ ‰‡) ≥ MK

----
y1,2v

�2

----
2

◊ F
2

fi . (2.11)

However, due to conservation of charge there is no analogous 2-body decay of the charged
Kaon unless additional charge pions are added to the final state. This implies that the
charged Kaon decay is suppressed, by two-vs-three-body (and possibly kinematical) phase
space factors which implies a strong violation of the e�ective new physics GN bound. As
discussed in Sec. 6, we find that the NP charged Kaon decays are suppressed by at least two
orders of magnitude relative to the KL one. Thus, in such a scenario, it is possible that while,
at present, the KOTO detector is sensitive to a NP signal, the NA62 one is not.

The model, as presented above, has an exact „-parity symmetry which renders the „ state
stable. To achieve a visible signal at Kaon experiments, we add a CP conserving coupling,

L‰ ∏
‰

�‰
Fµ‹F̃

µ‹
, (2.12)
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followed by:    being stable.χ → γγ , σ
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Koto & NA62 differ by isospin, KOTO’s initial state is neutral: 

Suppose  2-body neutral final state  is allowed by a model; 

it would then dominates the charged 3-body final state  decay mode. 

KL → σχ, [χ = Im(ϕ), σ = Re(ϕ)]

K+ → π+ϕ2

Gori, GP & Tobioka (20)
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Figure 12. Left panel: signal e�ciency as a function of the ‰ mass (blue curve). In the plot, we
fix m‰ = m‡. For comparison, we show in red the KOTO e�ciency for the KL æ fi

0
‹‹̄ signal.

Right panel: the blue lines represent the BR(KL æ ‡‰) needed to produce 3 events in the KOTO
signal region using the data collected in 2016-2018 (solid line), or future KOTO data (dashed blue).
The other curves correspond to the predictions for BR(KL æ fi

0
‡‡) and BR(KL æ fi

0
‰‰) (light

blue), BR(K±
æ fi

±
‡‡) and BR(K±

æ fi
±

‰‰)(red), BR(K±
æ fi

±
‡‰) (yellow), BR(KS æ ‡‡)

and BR(KS æ ‰‰) (green), and BR(KS æ fi
0
‡‰) (purple), once we demand the model to produce 3

events in the KOTO signal region using the data collected in 2016-2018. For the latter three curves,
we have fixed y2 = 2y1.

The loop is quadratically sensitive to the internal momentum, �cuto� . The loop momenta that
characterize the pion-photons coupling decrease significantly above the QCD scale. Therefore,
the above estimate of the ‰ ≠ fi

0 mixing shows that this e�ect can be neglected. As for ‡,
it can decay to four photons (e.g. via its coupling to ‰ and a neutral Kaon which couples
to two photons) however this coupling is suppressed by CKM factors, extra loop and 1/�‰.
Therefore it is safe to consider ‡ e�ectively stable.

The e�ciency for KL æ ‡‰ to end up in the KOTO signal region depends crucially on
the mass of the ‡ and ‰ particles. In the left panel of Fig. 12, we show in blue the e�ciency
has a function of m‰, that, for convenience, we fix to be = m‡. A sizable e�ciency is reached
as long as the ‰ mass is not too far away from the mass of the pion. In Fig. 13, we also show
the distribution of our montecarlo events for KL æ ‡‰ for di�erent values of the m‰ = m‡

mass. As we can observe, the events fall nicely in the signal region (the region delimited in
red) as long as 100 MeV . m‰ = m‡ . 160 MeV.

Using the e�ciency of the left panel of Fig. 12 and the widths discussed in the previous
section, we can compute the sensitivity of KOTO to our model, as well as the corresponding
predictions for the other exotic K

+ and KS decay modes. In the right panel of Fig. 12, the
blue lines represent the BR(KL æ ‡‰) needed to produce 3 events in the KOTO signal region
using the data collected in 2016-2018 (solid line), or future KOTO data (dashed blue). Note
that 2016-2018 data is already able to probe a branching ratio as small as BR(KL æ ‡‰) ≥

1.3◊10≠9. This corresponds to a GN breaking scale as high as �GNV/


(y1 + y2) ≥ 107 GeV.

– 29 –
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See paper for more details : Gori, GP & Tobioka (20)
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Figure 9. Left panel: Present bounds on the parameter space of the SU(2) coupled-ALPs, as a
function of the ALP mass, ma, and of its couplings with SU(2) gauge bosons, gaW . Right panel:
Present and future bounds on the parameter space. In gray, we present the present bound (as shown
in the left panel); in red and magenta, and in purple and blue, we present the future bounds at KOTO
(4“ and 2“ + invisible signatures), and at NA62 (fi+ + 2“ and fi

+ + invisible signatures).

branching ratio of K
+

æ fi
+

““ [74, 75] that can be used to set a constraint on a prompt
ALP. Similarly, the E949 and NA62 bounds on the SM K

+
æ fi

+
‹‹̄ decay [65, 76] can be

reinterpreted in terms of a constraint on a long lived ALP. Finally, the KTeV analysis for
KL æ fi

0
““ [64] can be utilized to set constraints on a prompt ALP, and the KOTO analysis

for KL æ fi
0
‹‹̄ [61] to set constraints on an invisible ALP.

• NA48/2, fi+““ analysis
We utilize the NA62/48 measurement of K

±
æ fi

+
““ in the kinematic range z =

(m““/mK)2
> 0.2 [75] to set a bound on the ALP parameter space. Our analysis is

similar to the one done in Ref. [71], even if we use a di�erent statistical method. In
particular, as a conservative bound, we require that the expected signal is less than
the observed data plus two sigma uncertainty. We use Fig. 4 of [75] to set the bound
on the branching ratio as a function of the ALP mass for ma œ (220 ≠ 350) MeV. We
require that the ALP decays in the detector volume, and, more specifically, that the
decay length in the lab frame is less than 10 m. We include the corresponding weight
factor (1 ≠ exp[≠ 10 m

·a(Ea/ma)
]) where Ea is taken to be 37 GeV (i.e. half of the Kaon

energy). Our bound is shown in violet in the left panel of Fig. 9.

• E949, fi+““ analysis
The E949 experiment searched for K

+ decays at rest with a pion momentum pfi+ > 213
MeV. This analysis was re-interpreted in terms of K

+
æ fi

+
a, a æ ““ with the ALP

– 19 –
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Figure 11. Left panel: Present bounds on the parameter space of the GG̃ coupled-ALP benchmark, as
a function of the ALP mass, ma, and of its decay constant, Fa. Right panel: Present and future bounds
on the parameter space. In gray, we present the present bound (as shown in the left panel); in red and
purple we present the future bounds at KOTO (4“ proposed search), and at NA62 (fi+ +2“ signature),
respectively. The bands for the Kaon experiments (E949, NA62, KOTO) show the uncertainties from
the quark mass values. See the main text for the discussion.

5.2.2 KOTO sensitivity and comparison with other experiments

In Fig. 11, we show the current bounds (left panel) and future reach (right panel) on the
parameter space of this simplified model. We compare the bound from the KOTO experiment
to the bounds from other Kaon experiments, as well as other present and future accelerator
experiments. The discussion for the bounds and projections is almost parallel to Sec. 5.1.2 for
the SU(2)-coupled ALP simplified model. The most relevant di�erences arise for LEP, beam-
dump experiments, the GlueX experiment, and PIBETA experiment, which we comment in
the following.

• LEP
The GG̃ coupled ALP does not have a coupling to Z“ unlike the SU(2) coupled ALP.
Still LEP set a constraint on this benchmark model through the process e

+
e

≠
æ “

ú
æ

“a where the di-photon from the ALP decay is collimated and seen as a single photon.
In [89], the bound on the aF F̃ operator was derived from the OPAL inclusive 2“ search
[90]. We show this bound in dark green in the left panel of Fig. 11.

• Proton and electron beam dump experiments
In the proton beam dump experiments, the GG̃ coupled ALP can be produced through
the meson mixings and decay by the e�ective photon coupling. The bound was studied in
Ref. [91] using the CHARM result [92]. In our figure, we also include the bound from the
electron beam dump experiments, E141 and E137, where the induced photon coupling
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Conclusions

 Null-results + new theories (ex.: relaxion) => log crisis/opportunity, 

calls for experimental diversity. 

 We have now a unique opportunity, with the 2 Kaon factories running. 

 We have discussed why NA62 and KOTO are complementary. 

 Keep following the development related to the recent KOTO analysis.
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